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the beta program has ended for inflow 2.5.0, and 2.1 is now available for download! in
this release we have added a few additional features and improvements. specifically, we
have been working on adding pdf export functionality, which will allow you to export your
inventory document as a pdf file, allowing you to send your inventory data to your
accounting software of choice as a pdf file (which can be opened by most accounting
software). you can now make changes to your inventory data in the field manager screen
and see the changes immediately in the field manager document. in the previous version
of inflow, it was necessary to manually sync the changes made in the field manager
screen to the inventory document. we have also upgraded our api to 1.7.1 so that
quickbooks enterprise users can use inflow as a solution for inventory, making it easier
than ever to make updates to your inventory data in quickbooks enterprise. the
marketplace in inflow is also updated to version 2.1 and we are actively working on
getting the functionality for this updated and improved! we are very excited to announce
the release of the new inflow version, 2.5.1, which has been in the making for the past
several months. we have seen some great improvements in usability and performance in
this release and have also received many great feedback from our customers. in this
release, we have focused on making a number of very important improvements and
additions to inflow. as our company continues to grow, it has become necessary to
expand our team of programmers who work on inflow. with our existing team, we could
not always offer the same level of service and attention to detail that we wanted to
provide to our customers. we are proud to announce that we are now able to offer inflow
at the same price as our previous subscription pricing. we have also increased the
number of support staff we have available to help our customers. we feel this is the best
pricing we can offer for inflow and we hope that you will enjoy our new service.
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the inflow team has been hard at work and it's time once again to release the new and
improved inflow to the public! thank you to all our customers who participated in the

beta test and helped to make this the best version of inflow yet! this release incorporates
the changes which have been addressed over the past few beta's as well as as few new

features to make it even easier to use inflow. inflow 2.5.1 is the next step in the constant
development of our inventory management system! this new version of inflow offers a
lot of new features and functionality, including multi-currency support and improved

support for vendor prices. we are excited to share these new features with you and hope
you enjoy them. the first new feature we would like to highlight is the ability to handle
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multiple currencies! before now, you could set up a vendor account with the exchange
rate of your local currency and then set up another vendor account with the exchange
rate of the vendor's native currency. inflow has now added the ability to treat vendors

and customers as completely separate entities and can handle both vendor accounts and
customer accounts with any combination of currencies. in addition, inflow allows you to
have different vendor accounts for vendors in different markets. here's how this works:

before now, you could set up a vendor account with the exchange rate of your local
currency and then set up another vendor account with the exchange rate of the vendor's

native currency. inflow has now added the ability to treat vendors and customers as
completely separate entities and can handle both vendor accounts and customer

accounts with any combination of currencies. in addition, inflow allows you to have
different vendor accounts for vendors in different markets. here's how this works:
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